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At Surrey Blinds we operate in a Legal, Honest and FairWay.

We Do :
- Offer a completely free, No Obligation Quote.

- Fit all of our products for FREE

- Offer a 10 year guarantee on Shutters & 3 year guarantee on Blinds

- Offer free temporary blinds for all our shutter orders

- Comply with your legal rights

- Fit child safety devices as per child safety legislation

- Possess public liability insurance

- Complete a fitting checklist to ensure you are completely happy with your
purchase and installation.

- Ask all of our customers for their feedback to ensure we provide the service
and quality outlined at a reasonable price

We Do Not :

- Put customers under any pressure to buy

- Follow up with phone calls to put you under pressure -

Pay any of our team commission

Service Pledge

CONSULTATION



Free
Fitting

Plantation Shutters give natural warmth and beauty to their
surroundings.

Plantation Shutters

Shutters are one of our most popular
products. and make a beautiful addition to
any room.

We offer them in a range of styles to suit
your windows and they have the extra
advantage of being fantastic heat
insulators.

Shutters can be quite customisable as you
can choose your tilt option, slat size and
hinge colour.

Most of our shutter ranges are made in
China and have a lead time of 8-12
weeks.

While you wait we offer free
temporary blinds for all our shutter
orders.

Looking for a faster lead time? Our
UK made shutter has a lead time of 5
weeks
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Types of Shutters

Alderney

This range is also made of MDF
however it features light ABS slats.
This means this range is better
suited for larger windows as they
have less weight bearing on the
hinges over time.

Alderney is available in 24 painted
colours

Vazon

Our entry range,Vazon, is made from
MDF. This is a very hard material
which makes them great for windows
of smaller width.

Vazon is available in 9 painted colours.

Fermain

Made from a finger-jointed Hardwood,
our Fermain range is a great option
for a more cost effective wood
shutter.

Fermain is available in 24 painted
colours.



Types of Shutters

Sark

The Sark range is made from a
lightweight hardwood, which makes
them perfect for windows with large
widths andTier onTier.

Sark is available in 24 painted
colours and 22 stains.

Wisley

TheWisley is a durable engineered
polyvinyl shutter which gives a long
lasting finish that stands up to
moisture, heat and ultraviolet rays

This range is made in the UK and
therefore have a lead time of 5 weeks!

Shutter Styles

Tier-on-Tier Cafe Style Full Height



WoodenVenetian Blinds

FauxWoodVenetian Blinds

WoodenVenetians Blinds bring the natural beauty of wood into
your home.

This is a perfect option
for a bathroom as it's
moisture resistant.

GUARANTEED
for

3
YEARS



Roller Blinds

Day & Night Blinds

With a huge selection of fabrics including room darkening,
moisture resistant and voile fabrics.
We even offer fun children's fabrics!

These blinds have alternating strips of fabric that can be
adjusted for light and privacy.



Motorised Blinds

Venetians

MotorisedVenetians have the ability
for the tilt and lift to be controlled
via a remote.

Heading on holiday?With a hub you
can set timers to tilt the slats, giving
the impression someone is at home.

Roller Blinds

Roller blinds may also be motorised
and are our most popular and cost
effective motorised option.

This is a popular option for
covering bi-fold doors, as they are
less intrusive when not in use.

We use Lithium-ion batteries in many
of our motorised blinds which can last
up to 9 months and are easily re-
charged.

Our range of Motorised Blinds can be
connected to a Hub and controlled
from your phone, or even via a virtual
assistant such as Alexa.



Motorised Blinds

Roman Blinds

Using motorisation makes it easier
to have blinds like roman blinds
around children as they are child
safe by design, using no chain.

Pleated Blinds

Motorised pleated blinds can be a
great idea, for example, having pleated
blinds with UV protection in a
conservatory where there are usually
multiple windows; removing the need
to raise and lower each blind
individually.

Day & Night Blinds

The advantage of having these
motorised is you can now spend less
time opening the blinds (which have
double the length to travel).



Pleated Blinds

Micro Intu Pleated Blinds

Most pleated fabrics have a
solar reflective coating on the
back, making pleated blinds the
perfect choice for a south
facing window or
conservatory roof.

It reflects more of the heat out
in the summer and helps to
keep in the warm air during the
colder months.

Designed specifically for bi-folding doors, these blinds sit
close to the glass with minimal protrusion.

The honeycomb fabrics are an ideal option as they improve
room darkening and insulation.



Intu Blinds involve no
drilling or screws and
therefore cause no
damage to your
window. The brackets
slip behind the
rubbers on the
windows allowing the
blind to be clipped on,
this allows them to
move with the
window when it is
opened and closed.

Perfect Fit Blinds

Intu Blinds

We offer Perfect Fit aluminium and pleated blinds. These
blinds include a full frame which holds the blind and protects
the cords – a perfect option for children or pets who may get
caught in the cords.



AluminiumVenetian Blinds

Vertical Blinds

Aluminium venetian
blinds come in a huge
range of colours - from
bright, vibrant slats to
those with a special
finish such as a brushed
slat.

Vertical blinds are a
fantastic option for
doors as they allow easy
access to your doors
whilst being one of our
more cost effective
options.

They come standard
with a wand operated
track and with chainless
bottom weights, giving a
cleaner look.



Every roman blind and
curtain is hand finished with
a poly cotton lining as
standard.You can also
upgrade to a blackout or
interlining making them a
good thermal option.

We have a huge range of
fabrics for you to choose
from including some
designer fabrics.

Roman Blinds

Curtains

Roman blinds and curtains are a luxurious option.They are
often talked about together as they are available in the same
fabrics allowing you to coordinate them.



Berkshire Blinds and Shutters
Unit TC2, SureStore
Molly Millars Lane
Wokingham
Berkshire
RG41 2QJ

berkshireblindsandshutters.co.uk

0118 324 0433

support@berkshireblindsandshutters.co.uk

Wokingham Showroom



Farnham Showroom
Surrey Blinds and Shutters
Unit 3,
Farnham Business Centre,
DogfludWay,
Farnham,
GU9 7UP

surreyblindsandshutters.co.uk

01483 608 274

support@surreyblindsandshutters.co.uk



sales@surreyblinds.co.uk

www.surreyblindsandshutters.co.uk

See photos of our work on Social Media:

surreyblindsandshutters@surreyblindsandshutters

Call us now to book a free, no-obligation consultation
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